Niche rear walls
Aluminium composite, acrylic glass
The creative kitchen scene has discovered free surfaces
such as backsplash, wall cabinet subdivisions, partitions
and dividers for decorative, customised niche rear walls
integrated into the kitchen planning. Also in the context of
renovations, old tiled surfaces can now show colour with
strong motifs or reserved nuances.
PICit® acrylic glass niche rear walls set new highlights in
high-quality niche design. They offer brilliant and true
colour reproduction of your selected motifs. The light
weight, the high break resistance and the individual processing on site, including drill holes and cut-outs, facilitate
the planning, transport and installation of this brilliant
kitchen highlight. They are precisely fitting, easy to install
and durable.
We carry out the entire production to your specifications.
Printed on high performance foil, equipped with UV-stable
protective laminate, and applied to a sturdy aluminium
composite plate, we guarantee five years colourfastness.
The imaginative designs of the PICit® range and tailored
panels in glossy or matt single colours in the BASICit®
palette magic an individual mood into any kitchen. With
MySCENEit® we offer the opportunity to create and implement niche rear walls in the personal style of your
customers.

PICit® niche rear walls
A fascinating selection of witty and graphically striking
motifs in "kitchen art style" makes it easy for you in the
consultation to inspire your customers who want to express
their lifestyle through casual and creative vitality.

BASICit® niche rear walls
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Nuanced colouring is effective everywhere where exclusivity is sought. With a trendy tailored selection of RAL
colours available in glossy or matt finish, niche rear walls
become harmonious eye-catchers. Naturally, you can also
order your niche rear wall in your own preferred colour. In
the BASICit® range, we offer all the available RAL CLASSIC
colours for free selection.

Magnetic niche rear walls
(aluminium composite only)
Optionally, all aluminium composite niche rear walls in 3.5
mm and 16 mm thickness can be equipped with a mag640/19 GB

netic function. This allows your customers to use the niche
rear wall as a sophisticated pin board.

Formats
•S
 tandard format: the designs are formatted at a maxi-

mum height of 700 mm/length maximum 3050 mm
•S
 pecial formats on request
•A
 greement of the image section is required
• Minimum unit charged 1 m² per commission/order

Material structure aluminium composite
Digital print including UV
print protection laminate
(wipe clean and splash
proof). Optionally with
magnetic foil.
3.5 mm: aluminium composite plate (heat proof),
weight approx. 4 kg/m²
16 mm: 3.5 mm aluminium composite plate (heat proof) on
12.5 mm expanded plastic slab (flame-resistant), weight
approx. 10.5 kg/m²

Material structure acrylic glass
Digital print including UV
print protection laminate
(wipe clean and splash
proof).
3.5 mm: 2.5 mm acrylic
glass, scratch-resistant
coating (HC) (heat proof).
Digital printing on the
rear of UV pressure protection laminate 1 mm one-sided self-adhesive, full-surface
cover, weight approx. 3.97 kg/m²
16 mm: 2.5 mm acrylic glass, scratch-resistant coating
(HC) (heat proof). Digital printing on the rear of UV pressure protection laminate 13.5 mm expanded plastic slab
(flame-resistant), weight approx. 8.88 kg/m²

Niche rear walls
Aluminium composite, acrylic glass
Installation instructions
•A
 luminium composite: Mechanical processing with standard tools for wood and plastic processing.
•A
 crylic glass: Mechanical processing with standard tools
for wood and plastic processing. For mechanical
processing, we recommend using cutting tools at a low
speed
• T he surface should be dry, dust and grease free before
the rear wall is glued on.
• T he rear wall can be mounted with standard mirror tape
or silicone. Furthermore, we also recommend sealing the
edges with silicone.
• When

mounting behind gas hobs, we recommend installing the glass splash protection "Spruzzo" for added
protection (Catalogue 1 p. 680/19 GB).
•C
 ut-outs and corner joints can be performed on site by
cutting to mitre.

catalogue motifs need to be mirrored or if part cut-outs
need to be retouched, duplicated or supplemented by
other motifs. Send us a picture for the MySCENEit® rear
wall; to have the correction design completed by us, this
fee is also charged. The layout package includes two
proofs. Notches (order no. 8060002), for example, for
extractor hoods, also incur additional fees.

Preparing images, texts and logos
The following image formats are processed: tiff, eps, jpg,
pdf in the colour spaces CMYK or RGB. RGB data is converted to CMYK data for printing, which leads to visible
colour variations in the respective image. For images up
to print format A1 (594 x 841 mm), an image resolution
of 300 dpi based on the final format is recommended. For
larger final print formats 200 dpi is sufficient. If texts and
logos are to be inserted into the design, vectorised data
needs to be provided. Please embed fonts into paths in
advance.

Cleaning

Organising data delivery

• Do not clean with cleaning agents which contain solvent.

The data can be stored on CD, DVD, and on all popular
memory cards and USB flash drives. Larger amounts of
data can be conveniently forwarded to us via data upload
using one of the many providers on the Internet. Your personal REGIO-TEAM is happy to assist.

Accessories for niche rear walls
Accessories such as wall connection profiles, splash protection etc. can be found in catalogue 1 from page 679/19 GB.

Configurator
Online at naber.com in the menu option "Service" you will
find our free niche rear wall configurator. Here you can
edit all the catalogue motifs, as well as your own images
and motifs. When using your own image motifs, however,
for optimal image quality, a minimum resolution of 8
mega-pixels should be ensured. Your design can be
optionally downloaded for free and entered into the
planning software. In this way, the proportions are instantly recognis-able and can easily be adjusted using the
configurator. This helps you and us to optimally design the
niche rear wall! If you have any questions, your personal
REGIO-TEAM is happy to assist.

Your online advantage

Checking the quotation, layout and dimensions
After viewing the photo material, as the client you receive
a detailed quotation that includes the cost of the layout
package if required (separately charged). At the same
time, as an attachment, you receive a non-colour-binding
proof copy for checking the proportions and the dimensions. After careful checking of the quotation, please send
us the binding order and print release. Alteration requests
relating to dimensions, image sections and other design
corrections are only possible within 24 hours of the order
release. Any changes are calculated with the layout package 8060001.
The delivery time is approx. 4 weeks after order release.
Data delivered is subject to a layout package:

If designed with our configurator, the layout fee does not
apply – unless you are using your own images and motifs.

Order no.

Item/Description

Layout package and notches

8060001

layout package

The layout package (order no. 8060001) is charged when

8060002

notch
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• Use soft cotton cloths and soapy water without additives.

641/19 GB

Niche rear walls
MySCENEit®
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MySCENEit®: Unique
with the customer's own motifs

Your customer wishes to express his own personal taste when
designing a niche rear wall? Offer him all the possibilities to
insert his favourite pictures with MySCENEit®. You contribute
your expertise in the kitchen studio or directly on site and use
the design functions of our free niche rear wall configurator.

We charge a layout fee (8060001) for the format and production-appropriate design implementation, data checking
and a maximum of two proofs. Cutting and shaping work
(e.g. for extractor hoods and sockets) are charged at an
additional fee (8060002).

With the configurator, it is quite simple to customise the
individual motifs to the desired wall size, taking into account
cut-outs and holes. In this way, a jointly developed design
solution produces a rear wall with a very individual character.
A unique item that gives every kitchen a distinctive flair!

Prerequisites for the MySCENEit® decoration highlight with that personal touch:

642/19 GB

• Accurate on-site measurement
• Maximum of 3 image files can be combined
• File formats: JPG, PDF, TIFF, PSD, PNG and EPS

Niche rear walls
PICit® and MySCENEit®
Information on design sections and bleeds
We demonstrate the differing representation of sections and bleeds on the basis of the
motif PICit® 8 (birch forest). The sections shown here are for illustration purposes only
and are merely layout examples.
Original motif:

Dimensions 3050 x 700 mm

If you require a format that remains on a scale of 1:4 to the original, the design is
proportionally reduced and thus remains as a whole.

In all the other formats, parts of the design are trimmed.
Example:

narrow format

Example:

low format

Example:
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exhaust hood area

In case of special formats, an agreement on the image section is always required.
671/19 GB

Niche rear walls
Concrete/rust look by imi Surface Design
SENSEit® concrete – light-weight imitation concrete

Installation instructions

The proven alternative to the
original. The low weight and the
quick and easy processing with
carpentry tools bring this characteristic material to the kitchen.
With SENSEit® concrete niche
rear walls you give your kitchen niches a modern industrial
design. The concrete-like look and feel with air pockets is
almost indistinguishable from the original.

• T he SENSEit® niche rear walls should be stored in the
room concerned approx. 24-48 hours before installation
so as to a
 cclimatise.

SENSEit® rust – rust meets design

The niche rear walls can easily be cut with strong universal
knives (cutter knives). Several light cuts give a better result
than a single, strong cut. Cut into the niche rear walls from
the decor side.

Rust has long since discarded its
image as a blemish. The matte
surface of the imi rust niche rear
walls gives kitchen niches a very
special design.
The use of genuine rusted iron provides the surface with an
authentic look and also makes it slightly magnetic. Staining
is prevented by the sealing of the surface.

Formats
• The decors are available with a maximum height of
1000 mm and a maximum length of 2600 mm
• Made to measure (3.5 mm and 16 mm)
• Minimum unit charged 1 m² for one panel per motif and
per order

Material structure
Ecological organic polyurethane
mat made from renewable raw
materials with a mineral surface
in different versions.
3.5 mm: 2.5 mm organic
polyurethane mat with an approx.
1 mm mineral coating (flame-resistant), weight approx. 5.4 kg/m²
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16 mm: consists of a 12.5 mm MDF plate covered on
one side with a 2.5 mm organic polyurethane mat with
an approx. 1 mm mineral coating (flame-resistant), weight
approx. 13 kg/m²

672/19 GB

• When mounting behind gas hobs, we recommend installing our glass splash protection "Spruzzo" for added
protection (Catalogue 1 p. 680/19 GB).

Cutting by hand

Sawing
Classic woodworking machines are very well suited for
quick and precise cutting. The niche rear walls can be
processed both with jig saws and with band and circular
saws. A combination of high cutting speed and low feed
rate has proved to be very effective. Only use jig saw
blades which are designated for use with "plastics".
For niche rear walls, circular saw blades with carbide-
tipped flat and trapezoidal alternate toothing at a division
of approx. 15 mm are most suitable. A clearance angle of
between 10° and 15° and a cutting angle of up to 6° are
recommended. The cutting speed is approx. 3000 m/min.
Diamond tipped tools are not necessary. Socket outlets and
other cut-outs and corner joints can be performed on site
by cutting to mitre.

Gluing
Gluing to the backs of imi hard foam boards with:
• Wood, chipboard: contact adhesive I 2-part. PUR glue
• Masonry, concrete, glass: MS polymer adhesive/2-part.
tile adhesive
• Thermoplastics, acrylic glass: double-sided adhesive
tapes, contact adhesive
Adhesion tests are recommended!

Niche rear walls
Material imitations by imi Surface Design
Cleaning

Accessories for niche rear walls

Front (mineral surface)

Accessories such as wall connection profiles, splash
protection etc. can be found in catalogue 1 from page
679/19 GB.

The surface is treated like a veneered, varnished surface.
Cleaning can be done with a damp cloth and neutral
cleaner.

Back
The surfaces of the hard foam boards are ready for use.
To ensure optimal adhesion conditions for paints, adhesives and adhesive films, before processing, the surfaces
are to be carefully cleaned of dust, greasy impurities and
fingerprints.

To be avoided at all costs
All liquid detergents – apart from isopropyl alcohol – have
to be tested for suitability before use. They often either
leave residues (also m
 ethylated spirit), mat the surfaces
(especially acetone) or cause brittleness of the material.

Caution

Notches
Notches (Order no. 8065000), for example for extractor
hoods, sockets, light switches, etc. are additionally
charged (see below).

Checking the quotation and dimensions
As the client, you receive a detailed quotation that includes
the cost of the notches (separately charged) if applicable.
At the same time, as an attachment, you receive a proof
copy for checking the dimensions. For production reasons,
deviations from the illustration shown are possible. After
careful checking of the quotation, please send us the
binding order and print release.
Alteration requests relating to dimensions and other design
corrections are only possible within 24 hours of the order
release.

Storage

The delivery time is approx. 4 weeks after order release.

Intermediate storage with foam film. Protect against frost.
The imi niche rear walls have to be stored dry and flat at
temperatures around 20° C. Packed boards must not be
stored outdoors (risk of deformation due to solar warping).

Order no.

Item/Description

8065000

notch
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Grinding and sanding causes surface changes that cannot
be reversed.

673/19 GB

